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Abstract: Limbal stem cell deficiency is a debilitating disease which 

requires a cell therapy of sorts to restore sight. Despite the number of 

clinical trials conducted over the past 40 years, a standardised 

treatment remains elusive. This talk will provide an overview of the 

past and current therapeutic options, including our own, and the 

limitations and hurdles that need to be overcome before a safe and 

efficacious product reaches the market place. However, before patient 

outcomes can be improved, it is imperative to expand our knowledge 

base about the basic biology of the cornea and its progenitors 

including their specification, distribution, differentiation, mobilisation, 

and mode of division during homeostasis, wound-healing, disease, and transplantation. We have 

begun to better define these processes using a multi-colour transgenic Confetti mouse model by 

collating accurate fate maps of these cells in the transparent, highly accessible cornea using non-

invasive intravital, confocal and light-sheet microscopy. 
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